


*lead generation experts 



*i-Lead, as a lead generation expert, finds potential consumers and enables

advertisers to promote their product/service in an extremely wide audience of

potential customers.

Through an unrivaled off line and on line network of touch points and a unique

technology i-Lead has access to the vast majority of the Greek population.

This provides a cost effective method of introducing a product or service to

consumers who have expressed their interest in the corresponding category.



*our services 



*i-Lead specializes in identifying and delivering large volume of customers

interested in a product or services, measuring their behavioral characteristics and

promoting direct messages. Our performance marketing services cover different kind of

needs such as :

o Lead Generations programs. Finding potential consumer (new leads) for retail stores,

luxury or durable products from different markets such as auto, furniture, tourism,

banking, financial or insurance products.

o Brand Impact Measurement. Using brand-specific questionnaires, we analyze the

statistical profile of users who follow the brand or display inclination to buy. The

relevant aspects of the three benchmarks for brands - awareness, affinity and

purchase intention - can then be optimized accordingly.

 
o Direct Marketing services. Enabling advertisers to keep in touch with potential

customers and inform them on their sales promotion activities.



*our network



*Our Lead generation programs can be tailored to suit each advertiser's individual

needs, allowing full control over delivery and quality of leads.

i-Lead provides a complete solution for advertisers looking to build

and develop a database of fresh opt-in leads (potential consumers).

Our off line and on line network for leads’ capture include :

� Shopping Malls

� Audience research & call center

� On line publishers & sing up promos

� Events, seminars & exhibitions



*direct   

marketing



* After Lead generation or/and brand impact measurement, i-Lead offers direct

marketing services.

The comprehensive list of lifestyle data, can be easily mined and provides

advertisers with a fast and effective method of personalized communication with

potential customers through:

• call center

• email

• mail

• sms

Reporting is a critical part of our direct marketing services which enables advertisers

to get insights on the responsiveness of potential customers/clients to their

products/services and corresponding sales promotion activities.



*our benefits 



� High Quality Lead Generation

� Off Line & On Line Network for Leads’ Capture

� Effective direct marketing Campaigns

� Results Driven & Pay Per Lead Cooperation

� Easy and reliable brand impact measurement services.
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